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The HCA RICk Principle 

Readiness, Importance, Confidence
knowledge

Ask RICk! 

 Ask RICk is a registered trademark of HCA  HCA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The idea is to keep RICk in mind all the way through a health consultation, not just at step 3 and step 9 of the HCA 10 step process.RICk helps you to identify if the client is above or below the decision, and therefore which techniques to use to help to support the client’s health change.
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The Role of a Health Practitioner
Using the HCA Model of Health Change

1. To provide professional assessment, advice
and/or education as required and correct
misinformation (knowledge)

2. To help clients to make the decision to follow 
health recommendations (motivation/importance)

3. To develop problem solving skills to increase the 
likelihood of success after a client decides to 
make changes (self-efficacy/confidence)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our role is not to force clients to change. Health coaching health practitioners have 3 main tasks :Health coaching acknowledges that health professionals provide important assessment, diagnosis, treatment recommendations, education and information to patientsTo help your client to decide that it is in their own interests to make changes in their life that will improve their health.To help you client to be more successful at making changes once they have decided to do so by identifying and addressing barriers to change.Health coaching practitioners should not support goals that are contra to health recommendations, or that will not lead to improved health outcomes for a patient.If you want clients to take responsibility, you have to give them the responsibility to chose if they want to change or not. What you can do is to help them to become aware of and weigh up all the tradeoffs and make a fully conscious decision. 
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RICk Relations

Readiness

Importance (Why should I change?)
(personal priorities, values & expectations)

Confidence (How will I do it?)
(self-efficacy, expected success or failure)

Timing

Knowledge

 HCA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When you Ask RICk!, you’re finding out about the client’s motivation.If a patient is not motivated, they are usually not going to engage in sustainable health behaviour changeKnowledge and understanding of health conditions, clinical indicators, lifestyle change and treatment options impact on clients’ importance and confidence in taking action on health changes.Theoretically, both importance and confidence feed into readiness. These factors are not independent. By raising someone’s importance, this will often increase confidence as well. By raising someone’s confidence, it may increase their importance. Both are likely to impact positively on readiness. Timing is another variable that can affect readiness. Sometimes other things take priority over health pursuits for a while.I – if importance is low you would not don’t drop below the decision lineC- If confidence is low then you may need to work on small steps and reign the patient in from making changes that are too bit
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Asking About Readiness to Change: 

X
Not Ready Very Ready

Is this something that you feel you are happy to work on 
(given everything else that you are already doing)?

or
How ready are you to work on this issue with me today?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Asking about Readiness to change doesn’t have to be complex.  Many people are not comfortable with numbers and hence don’t like scaling questions.  So it can just be putting an X on a line, or using categories of low, medium and high. You can draw a line in the air or on a piece of paper, or in the dirt. It doesn’t matter where. Then simply ask the person how ready they are to work on the chosen issue with you today. 
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Exploring Readiness to Change

X
Benefits of Change Barriers to Change

Facilitators

XNot Ready Very Ready

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I notice that you put the “X” here on the line rather than all the way over to the left.  What made you put it here rather than over there?By asking clients this kind of question you are attempting to elicit the perceived benefits of change. This will push the client’s readiness further to the right toward higher readiness.What made you put the “X” here rather than right over to the right?By asking clients this kind of question you are attempting to elicit the barriers to making changes. The presence of barriers pushes the client’s readiness further to the left.What would it take for you to move from here (where they put the “X”) further to the right?By asking clients this kind of question you are attempting to identify facilitators or enablers to address or overcome the barriers to change, and hence increase the client’s readiness to take action. This is one way of asking decisional balance questions. It can increase readiness through identifying benefits of change, barriers to change, and facilitators to address the barriers.
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Asking About Importance:

How important is it to you personally to work on 
this issue (given the other priorities that you 
currently have in your life)?” 
How much of a priority is it for you to take action to 
improve your health condition right now, given 
everything else that you currently have going on:  
low, medium or high?
Is this something that you are really wanting to do 
or are you in two minds about it?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You need to be careful about how you ask RIC.If you ask people “How important is your health?”, what will they say? (nearly everyone says ‘very’). If you ask the more specific question on the slide, you will usually get a very different, and more accurate, answer.  If you detect the client is uncomfortable with scaling questions (using numbers) use an informal approach such as using your hand and saying “up here, down there, or somewhere in the middle?”  Or use categories (low, medium, high) 
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Understanding Importance
Why do people say an issue is important when 
actually they are still above the decision line?

1. ‘Expected’ responses (playing the 
patient role or pleasing you)

2. Intellectualised responses (something I 
feel I ‘should’ do)

3. 2-level decision-making (thinking of 
outcomes versus actions)
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0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9   10

Asking About Confidence:

How confident are you that you will make some 
manageable and sustainable changes to improve 
your health?”
Low, medium, high
On a scale from 0 to 10 …

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sometimes confidence to make change is low because people perceive that they have to make large & overwhelming changes.  You can increase a person’s C and therefore R my asking them “how confident you are that you can make some small, sustainable changes to improve your health?” Discussing how to make changes in small 10% increments can also increase confidence, and hence readiness.The various question styles across all of the RIC slides can be used for readiness, importance confidence. Just because a scaling question is used in this slide for confidence, it does NOT mean that confidence must always be scaled in this way.Importance is usually asked before confidence, but readiness can be asked up front, at the end, or simply clarified if it is not already obvious from what the client has said. I.e., there is no finite order in which the questions must be asked.
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Asking About Knowledge
 Health conditions, clinical indicators, risk factors, clinical 

and behavioural targets
 Treatment and lifestyle recommendations/options
 Possible benefits of not managing health issues or 

adhering to recommendations 
 Possible consequences of not managing health issues 

or adhering to recommendations
 Health behaviour change principles, challenges, 

strategies, barriers and facilitators
 Referral services and support
 Formal health education

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The ‘k’ in RICk refers to all of these types of knowledge and education, including offering suggestions and information to normalise the difficulties of making behaviour changes.As much as possible, information and education should be offered using the “menu of options” technique to avoid creating resistance. It should also be offered in a conversational/informal way wherever possible.
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Alternative Ways to Ask RICk! 
• Use conversational questions 
• Draw a line for client to mark with an X (or ……..×)
• Use scaling questions (0–10)
• Use categories (low, medium, high; ; traffic lights)
• Use tactile quantification methods (paper clips, sticks, 

pebbles)
• Use descriptions: Which would best describe your 

readiness to work on this with me today?
a) You’d rather get up and run out the door right now?
b) You’re keen to jump in and get started straight away?
c) Or, you feel a little pulled in each direction?

 Ask RICk is a registered trademark of HCA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here  are some alternate ways to ask RICkScaling is great if you’re using it for formal measurement and evaluation, but not always necessary in other contexts.  When you are with clients face to face, or over the phone, as well as using numerical scaling, also use your hands or give other verbal options such as high or low, and adjust your style depending on how the client responds.An additional method that is not on the slide is to show a picture of a thermometer and ask the client if they are cold, hot, or in-between in terms of wanting to take action.
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Readiness Profile
Assume motivation unsteady, until proven ready!

We need to check all 3 RIC levels
Keep in mind that knowledge (k) may impact on these

I Low ?

?
High

C Low High

?R Low High

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Knowing two of these does not automatically give you the thirdIf someone scales RI & C as all high, but also makes it clear that there are significant barriers and they don’t think that it will happen: Find out what the major barriers are and ask “if you were in that situation where ....[state situation], how ready would you be to take action at that point in time?”. Ask similarly for importance and confidence.  Explain that although intellectually we may really want change (be ready), that these changes are very important and that we have the capacity to make the changes (given the right circumstances). However, these ratings are intellectualising the issue and not reflecting true RIC, given current personal circumstances, including BEST barriers. Asking about RICk at projected points in time when the personal circumstances acting as barriers are in play should provide more appropriate (realistic) appraisals of RICk. This will then provide options for facilitators that may assist the client to overcome their own personal BEST barriers.  Introduce the notion of an individual’s “Personal BEST” – referring to personal barriers, and tailor made facilitators to address them.Note: BEST is behavioural, emotional, situational and thinking (cognitive) barriers and facilitators
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RICk Rules 

1. Explain your role (part of ‘k’)
2. Ask RICk!
3. Use RICk Rules:

1. If Importance is low … (general goal level)
2. If Confidence is low … (specific goal level)

 HCA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Three important things to do in health coaching-based clinical consultations
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#1 - If importance is low:
Ask decisional balance questions to find intrinsic motivators that make 

it important for the client to take action

#2 - If confidence is low:
Reduce the magnitude, number or complexity of goals &/or help the 

client to identify and address their barriers to taking action

RICk Rules!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Given that adherence is such a big problem, what can we do about it?To start with we need to understand why people don’t adhere, and to acknowledge that its a human phenomenon. The key thing you can do to increase adherence is to ask RICk. Because RICk will give you guidance about you why they’re not adhering.  We have what we call RICk rules – and 2 of the key ones are here. In particular – low importance – our only tool to increase Importance is decisional balance. That’s all about looking at the tradeoffs in making a decision.  If C is low, you need a different approach. We need to make sure that the clients know that they don’t have to make large overwhelming changes, and that you will help them to plan small manageable steps tailor made to suit them that they can comfortably implement into their life.Notes:It is critical to gauge importance, particularly above the decision line (general goal level)It is critical to gauge confidence, particularly below the decision line (specific goal level)
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HCA 10 Steps to Health Change

Readiness
(to adopt particular behaviours)

Solution-focused Coaching
Motivational Interviewing

RICk = readiness, importance, confidence, knowledge

Decision 
Line

Ready to 
Change

Set the Scene and Explain your Role

 Set an Agenda  Explore Motivation (Ask RICk!) 

 Identify Health Issues & Lifestyle Change & Treatment Options

 Select & Refine a Specific Goal  Create an Action Plan

 Identify & Address Barriers  Ask RICk! Again

 Generate Specific Goal Options

 Include a Review & Referral Plan

 Client Makes a Decision

 Ask RICk is a registered trademark of HCA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Notice that the slant of the steps to the right signifies that as readiness increases you can progress to the following steps. This flow chart gives you guidance regarding which interviewing style you would use above and below the decision line, depending on the client’s readiness and whether or not they have made a conscious decision to work on the issue. You would progress from brief MI to a SFC approach as you cross the decision line.
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4 Types of Goals

Motivational 
Goals

Physiological 
& 

Behavioural 
Targets

Specific 
Health Goals

(SMART)

General 
Health Goals

(Clinical Drivers)

(Motivational 
Drivers)

(Agenda Setting) (Goal Setting)

Personal 
Action Plan

Personal 
Care Plan

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clinical targets dictate which general health goal categories the client works onThese in turn determine what specific behavioural goals are set with the clientThe actions taken to achieve the specific health goals should then impact positively on the clinical targets (closing the loop and feeding into a perpetual cycle)A care plan is often attached to the clinical targets and general health goalsAn action plan is attached to the specific goalThe motivational goals are the benefits that the client can focus on to begin and sustain movement toward their health goals
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